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Key
expectations
of knowledge
and
Understanding
from the Year
8 Programme
of Study

‐Students show
their progress from
Year 7 by continuing
to show that they
know what it takes
to be a good citizen
(practicing rights
and responsibilities)
‐They start to
understand key
issues that affect
them such as the
importance of not
abusing drugs and
alcohol, preparing
for adult life and
their rights and
responsibilities
‐They grasp key
citizenship topics
such as politics,
conflict and human
rights and know
some examples of
each

Key
expectations
of Skills and
Processes
developed
throughout
Year 8

‐Students begin to
form an opinion on
key PD issues such
as drug and alcohol
abuse and show
that they can think
sensibly and make
good decisions that
ensures that are
good citizens (happy
and successful)
‐They show that
they can begin to
understand both
sides of the
argument and can
listen to others

‐Students

‐Students

‐Students

‐Students continue

continue to show
their
understanding of
the subject by
practicing their
rights and
responsibilities
‐They investigate
the importance
of not abusing
drugs and
alcohol. They
understand the
facts and begin
to develop their
own opinions
‐They can
describe some
key citizenship
issues and they
know examples
of each as well as
the importance
of studying such
topics
‐Students have
developed their
own opinion
about topics
studied and
begin to describe
it with some
facts
‐Students begin
to research and
enquire about
key Citizenship
and PD issues
‐They have
begun to process
what is meant by
‘Being British’
and Democratic
values

investigate and
explore the
risks that are
associated with
drug and
alcohol abuse
‐They continue
to practice
their rights and
responsibilities
‐ They analyse
the importance
of studying key
Citizenship
topics such as
politics, human
rights and
conflict
resolution and
can describe
certain aspects
in detail and
can give
examples of
each

continue to
analyse their role
as a citizen and
the role of other
citizens locally,
nationally and
globally
‐They understand
the key concepts
studied in Year 8
and can explain
them in detail
with clear
examples
‐They know
detailed examples
of politics, human
rights and conflict
resolution and can
relate this to the
global community
‐They know
democratic and
British values

to develop a deep
knowledge of their
role and the role of
other citizens in
society
‐They link this
globally and
understand and
analyse different
global issues in a
lot of detail where
their use real‐life
examples to show
their
understanding
‐They can explain
all of the key
concepts in
accurate and clear
detail with
examples
‐They understand
the importance of
what they are
studying and start
to prepare for
adult life

‐Students have
developed an
opinion about
topics studied
and begin to
back it up with
their own
research and
enquiry
‐They take
informed and
responsible
action inspired
from what they
have studied
‐They begin to
think critically
about conflict
and politics and
begin to analyse
the world around
them whilst
keeping British
values

‐Students take
informed and
responsible action
inspired by what
they have studied
(drug and alcohol
education/preparing
for adult life)
‐They study the key
Citizenship topics
with critical analysis
and form their own
opinions
‐They begin to think
of solutions for
some of the global
issues studied
‐They show that
they understand
both sides of the
argument and can
give detailed
conclusions and
opinions

‐Students have
clearly grasped the
concepts studied
and have shown an
ability to analyse,
evaluate and
conclude
‐They offer
solutions to global
issues and show
that they have a
pragmatic outlook
‐They have linked
all the key
concepts studied
and show that they
are passionate
about ensuring
everyone has their
rights and
responsibilities

